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audition central original disney s alice in wonderland jr - audition central original disney s alice in wonderland jr script
march hare the white rabbit enters late as usual mad hatter did you say you were late alice only seventy six times not that
anyone s counting white rabbit showing the mad hatter his pocket watch see mad hatter, alice in wonderland jr script
murrayavenuepta org - 1 act one prologue lights up on a park children of every shape and size play on the most perfect
day of summer alice enters with her sister mathilda who, alice in wonderland script lyrics alice in wonderland net - this
is a transcript from disney s cartoon movie from 1951 i typed it out myself so it is in no way official that means that the
original script may differ from this one because i couldn t always make out what they said english is not my native language
and mister dodo sometimes speaks very inaudibly, script music theatre international - alice took one bite and grew as big
as a house cheshire cat 1 the white rabbit s house to be exact cheshire cat 2 her arms and legs stuck out the windows and
doors cheshire cat 1 and the roof sat on the top of her head tall alice enters wearing the house like a dress and the roof as a
hat tall alice oh no, disney s alice in wonderland jr tts players - the mad hatter the march hare is a happy fun character
that enjoys playing games the march hare has some solo parts in one song solo singing yes group movement dodo bird
either principal the dodo bird is the captain of the queen s navy and needs to be a good actor and singer he is in command
of the lobsters and other animals and is another of wonderland s vibrant characters, alice in wonderland sample script
theater scripts - caterpillar male or female a wise helper to alice but easily annoyed encourages alice to learn mad hatter
male quite insane host to the mat tea party constantly moves about commenting on nonsense there is very little point in
anything he says march hare male companion and sometimes antagonist to the mad hatter he is just as crazy as the hatter,
march hare alice in wonderland wiki fandom powered by - jerry colonna voices the march hare in the 1951 animated
film the hare appears in the alice in wonderland movie his full name is thackery earwicket he is portrayed by paul
whitehouse he is the white queen s cook on the frabjous day he is seen wielding a ladle as a weapon but is reluctant to go
into battle, chapter 7 a mad tea party alice in wonderland net - chapter 7 a mad tea party there was a table set out under
a tree in front of the house and the march hare and the hatter were having tea at it a dormouse was sitting between them
fast asleep and the other two were using it as a cushion resting their elbows on it and the talking over its head very
uncomfortable for the dormouse thought alice only as it s asleep i suppose it, disney s alice in wonderland movie script
ttdyradio com - we re proud to say that nine out of ten screen actresses are lux girls now here s alice in wonderland
starring ed wynn as the mad hatter kathy beaumont as alice jerry colonna as the march hare and sterling holloway as the
cheshire cat music
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